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Something to Think About — Where’s the Journal?

Column Editor: Mary E. (Tinker) Massey (Serials Librarian, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, Jack R. Hunt Library) <masse36e@erau.edu>

Last Thursday was one of those days that felt like a Monday. In fact, every day that week was a Monday! There was an endless trail of problems and confusion that started at 8:00 a.m. and didn’t let up all day. Claims and problems were unceasing and the evolving situation became more of a struggle to solve. Finally, near lunch, I had to track down a journal to try and find out why the check for renewal had been returned to accounts. Obviously the address was wrong. I confirmed the address that was used by us and accounts as the one on the Website. So what was wrong? I pulled the phone number off the same Webpage and dialed...waited...and heard, “This number has been disconnected...” from the hapless recorded message. Well, perhaps one of the other numbers would do. Google searching is fun when it gives you lots of answers. This one had three sites with four different phone numbers to choose from.

We had to teach them all! I feel the same sense of responsibility toward the students I serve here at Arizona State University. I work with future teachers, and I want to make sure that they know what they need to know so that they can impact future generations. So it’s not really a question of whether students are ready or able to learn; it’s about how I can differentiate instruction to meet the needs of all learners. I have a student-centered orientation.

Advice Column

From time to time @Brunning listens to readers and offers advice — consulting is extra...

Dear @B,

I’m a newbie librarian, just graduated with my MLS, and I’m frightened and confused. I can’t understand all this talk about open access. It goes on and on and it is so strident and self-assured. The thing is I’m not so self-assured. As a newbie and it just seems to me that open access doesn’t have much place for we librarians. I mean, if it is all free on the Internet and easy to search on Google, what am I supposed to do?

Please Help,

Darcie, Open Access Librarian, University of Plano, Correctional Branch

Dear Darcie,

Take it easy hon...First of all, you will do alright. Us older librarians always doubted our profession but we got through it and now we are near retirement and all the better for it. Your youth and issues-based focus will make you smarter, wiser, and able to play the game. You have a lifetime ahead of you, the open access people to whom you refer, they average, what, 75 years old? They’ll be gone when you assume managerial rank. Don’t get me wrong, open access is here to stay but it’s like that asteroid that may or may not collide with planet earth at some point in some future. It’s fright is worse than its bite.

It does concern me, a tad, that you sign your letter “Open Access Librarian.” This sort of tends to scare people. Typically I’d expect you to be shriller, verbosely, occasionally right, and leaning both right and left while you artfully skewer anyone and everyone who dares to challenge you.

But that isn’t you. You’ve drilled right into the tooth pulp of the issue — you question purpose. Your purpose, should I be so bold, is to embrace open access and while you embrace away, just reach around the issue and understand your open access role has a grander goal — taking open access well beyond its emergent idea into its maturity, the blessed and highly compensatory world of co-option and business as usual in the high margin world of scholarly publishing.

Sincerely, @Brunning 🗣
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numbers and four or five addresses. Which was the right one? Where, oh where, had that little journal gone? I tried the next number…waited…and heard, “This number has been disconnected…” from a similar recording. It was nice to know that the voices were different. One more number dialed…waited…and heard, “This number has been disconnected.” I started laughing uncontrollably. The more I thought about the situation, the funnier it got. Where in the world was that journal office? Having reached an end to the frustration, I went to the stacks and retrieved the latest issue, spring 2008. Wow! It only comes out twice a year? Where is the fall issue? Having returned to my desk, I started browsing the issue and found all the various addresses on succeeding pages, each describing different aspects of the organization producing the title. One talked about the main offices, some in one state and some in another with numbers of locating addresses. Another page turned and there was a description of a university...